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, FANTASY FANS will (I hope) be interested to learn that
THE ACOLYTE, an amateur fantasy magazine, will continue regular 
publication as a quarterly Those of you who saw the first 

ssue should have a fair idea as to the type of material we
will produce Those who have not received a copy, may have a 
free sample, if you enclose 3/ postage when you write for it

Future issues of THE ACOLYTE will be either mimeo 
graphed or multigraphed, probably the former, and will appear 
quarterly Subscription ratest 35/ for four issues

THE ACOLYTE wants to publish fantastic and weird 
stories and poems that are good, but are not qilte commercial 
enough to click with the pulp magazines, and also wants to 
serve as a medium for beginning writers who have not aa yet 
reached professional stature. Any type of contribution will 
be considered, but we prefer a minimum of science-fiction, 
and a maximum of fantasy We will also have room for serious, 
thought provoking articles on various phases of fantasy? and 
we may us® some humor, provided it is first class

Ihe iuture of ttoe COLYTE rests entirely in the hands 
fanta-s? fati^ Tf we rec iva the Kind of support this venture' 

deserges, we hope to be with you for a long time.

The next issue will appear sometime in Dedember- 
Please send us your subscriptions, and manuscripts. Those 
who wish it may have their subscription start with the first 
issue, which, though dittoed rather than mimeographed, has a 
number of good items in it? Including some previously unpub 
lished material by H. P. Lovecraft

I should like to hear from every interested fan? and 
hope to get some worthwhile suggestions from you all, We have 
a good deal of material on hand, but nowhere near enough to 
fill an issue the slaa we plan on»«»^-ao send us those ms NOW.

AND DON’T FORGET, we need some subscriptions’.

Francis T-, Laney
720 Tenth Street 
Clarkston, Washington


